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Anje Taljaard

From: Cathy Avierinos [cathy@hilland.co.za]
Sent: Thursday, 29 March 2018 7:58 AM
To: 'Nieuwoudt & Co. Plettenberg Bay'; 'Anton H. Holtzhausen'; Dave@dvconsult.co.za
Cc: andrewpeck888@hotmail.com; 'Anje Taljaard'
Subject: The Waves Pre-Application Meeting 13th March 2018
Attachments: Signed Attendance Register.pdf

Importance: High

Hi All

Please note that we have not yet received comment from Ieptieshaam Bekko DEADP Coastal and her comment

may require additional modifications to the reports. ( I had delayed this email circulation in the hopes that we

would have had her reply sooner, but don’t want to delay longer now – will circulate and discuss implications as

soon as her comment is received.)

The comments and notes below are what was recorded from the meeting at DEADP and I have included a detail as

to who needs to add what to their reports (Dave / Anton) so that we are complying with the requirements and

comments on the report and process.

RE: The Waves Pre-Application Meeting 13th March 2018

A second pre-application meeting was held with the Department of Environmental Affairs and Development

Planning, DEA Oceans and Coasts, Eden District Municipality’s ECO, Dave Visser and HilLand Environmental on the

13
th

of March 2018 to discuss the draft of the specialist engineering report, as well as all information that is required

from the officials’ side and the way forward for the proposal.

 A background on the history of the proposal was given detailing what the process has been to date and

what has been done.

 Dave Visser went through the engineering specialist report detailing the risk of the current erosion and the

proposed protection measures. Clarity was given where required and notes were taken of additional

information required.

 Eden District municipality have confirmed that the current termination detail will not impede the flow of the

culvert and that no immediate plans are in place to repair the current erosion damage to the wing wall and

storm water culvert.

 Ieptieshaam Bekko from DEADP’s Coastal Management Unit gave apologies for not attending this meeting

and will send her comments asap.

Questions / requests that were raised during the meeting that are to be addressed:

 Key point which is indicated again below is the location of the entire structure. DEADP would like the entire

protective measure structure moved as close to the properties as possible and removed as far as possible

from the CPP. They are happy that the little remaining vegetation on the dunes can be rehabilitated after

installation of the sleeping protective measures and expect the protective measures to be as close to if not

on the private property as far as possible. Specifically on the corner where the currently vacant erf is

located. DAVE and ANTON to revise the design to pull back as close as possible to the erven and to show in

design the hard (sand bag/rock) and the dune rehabilitation over the structure.

 Termination detail and tie in with the western portion of the dune (other end of the structure – not next to

the storm water culvert) should be elaborated on (burying of structure and re-vegetation). Detail required

to give certainty and clarity that there will not be increased erosion at the termination structure.
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 The question was asked as to why the groins previously recommended excluded from the proposal? (Impact

from culvert and watercourse?)

 How does the storm water system and coastal dune processes tie in? Detail regarding the interface

between the two systems need to be shown and designs need to take this into account.

 What is the exact proposed length of structure?

 The department would like to see integrated management of the whole beach area in front of the Waves

estate not just the portions where the structures are proposed. The plans need to indicate the dune

rehabilitation and sand trapping fences etc as well as the hard structures.

 The other areas need to address the issues of illegal access (removing illegal pathways and board walks or

steps and only using approved access routes), implementation of sand fencing and rehabilitation and re-

vegetation of the dunes. Plans need to show the approved beach access points and how these will be

reconstructed over the proposed sleeping protection and dune rehabilitation and show the removal of the

unlawful beach access pathways /steps /boardwalks

 Who is the end user of the beach and who will be affected by the works taking place? Need to clearly show

how the work area will be demarcated during construction and how this will not impact on the beach users

other than for a short period where they will have to stay away from the construction area.

 Who will be benefitting from the structure? Clearly indicate the beneficiaries – which properties benefit

from protection and which public structures benefit from protection.

 What will the cumulative impacts of the placement of the proposed hard structures be on the adjacent

dunes and the beach area? Short and long term – include the impacts during ongoing maintenance and after

possible future storm events.

 Where will the sand necessary for the proposal be sourced from? If it is to be sourced from the beach the

area is to be indicated and the footprint is to be assessed.

 Where will access be gained to construct and maintain the proposed structure? Would any formalisation of

access points be required for maintenance purposes? The access points need to be included in the specialist

report and must be assessed – what is the short, medium and long term impact of creating an access point

down to the beach area? What is required to actually create that access (temporary or permanent)? How

will it be constructed and how will it be rehabilitated? What will be the impact on the surrounding areas of

that access point?

 What time of the year is the structure to be constructed?

 How will access to the beach be gained during construction and during the regular maintenance

requirements? Who will this impact? How will the access boardwalks or steps be provided for over the

proposed structure?

 How long would the construction take – lifespan of construction? Initial construction and time required or

anticipated for maintenance and emergency repairs after storm damage?

 How is the construction proposed to take place – by hand or machine or combination? Will sand bags utilise

labour, employment creation. Skills transfer. Local or imported labour etc.

 The implication of using the bridge into Keurboomstrand for the transport of heavy material by truck needs

to be looked at and determined whether there is any risk to the road. – need to indicate if the proposed

construction will be any different to any other current construction activity and its use of the road.
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 To what distance and extent does the structure extend into the CPP? Modify design as indicated above

 The structure is currently proposed to start at the edge of erosion – need to pull back as far as possible to

the erven, wrap the structure tightly to the vacant erf? What would the best design be to not undermine

the existing building foundations of the existing houses but that would be set-back as far as possible outside

of the CPP – possibly even within vacant erf 410? An alternative design shifting the proposed structure as far

out of the Coastal Public Place (CPP) is to be drawn up. A combination of works on private land and on the

CPP is preferable. (This is critical in order for them to consider approval of works for private property

protection on public land).

 Which structure alternative will support better vegetation growth during rehabilitation? – which structure

will we be able to totally hide by covering with sand and revegetating to allow dune vegetation to totally

cover the sleeping protection, with the sleeping protection only visible after an extreme storm event and

then the maintenance will allow for that to be covered over again and revegetated.

 Rehabilitation specifications of the covered structure is to be included (Plant lists etc). – CA will include a full

revegetation specification for the post construction structure to totally cover and reestablish the dune. I will

need the new design and the cross sections to be able to do this and then this dune rehab specification will

have to be included to the design and long term maintenance planning.

 Maintenance requirements of the proposed structures and how is this to be achieved. Engineers to provide

details of what maintenance is necessary and exactly when this would be necessary – predict scenarios and

actions that would be required after such scenarios and also the timing of such works. Eg. If a mega-cusp

together with high sea storm event results in the erosion of the hummock dunes and the dune vegetation

covering the sleeping protection and the structure is exposed, at what stage is it required to come back to

cover the structure mechanically and revegetate it? Do you have to wait for the mega cusp to move along

the beach or can sand be moved immediately and if so where is the source of the sand for this work? Show

on plan.

 The HOA will be required to maintain the structures however this does not mean that they have ownership

of the area (no other activities will be permitted to occur within the disturbed areas). Specifically was

mentioned boardwalks, gardens, view sites, picnic tables etc – apparently at other areas along the coast

where such protective measures have been put in place the coastal owners start to “use” the now stable

area as part of their own private property.

 Photographic evidence of areas at Buffalo Bay where Sand Bags have been implemented successfully should

be used in the reports and not the current photos that are not from our area and do not show a good

example.

 The multi-criteria assessment needs to be amended and corrected including accurate costs of alternatives

and visual impacts of dune rehabilitation. The criteria assessed (difference between resilience and erosion

potential etc) should also be explained and discussed in detail as to how they are arrived at.

The way forward:

 The specialist report and design needs to be amended to include the aspects mentioned above (and those

that will come from Ieptieshaam)

 A dune rehabilitation specification needs to be drawn up to show how the structure will be fully

rehabilitated and how this will be redone each time there is a storm or damage

 The finalised specialist engineering report is to be incorporated into a pre-application Basic Assessment

Report. This report is to address all the issues addressed and will then undergo a 30 day commenting period

in terms of NEMA.

 Suggest that we have a follow-up meeting with DEADP 2 weeks after the report is issued to them for

comment so that we can explain anything that they are uncertain about prior to them writing their

response.
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 The comments on this pre-application BAR will then indicate if there are any other outstanding concerns or

issues from DEADP

 Any such concerns and issues will need to be addressed in the application

 Application is submitted and the BAR amended to include their comment must go out for a further 30 day

comment.

 Depending on that final comment the BAR can be regarded as final and proceed to decision making or more

amendments will be required and then resubmitted.

Dave – can you please determine what parts of the above you can amend and send to Anton to include in his revised

report and which parts Anton needs to revise and let Andrew know the cost implications.

I will send through the cost implications of producing a dune rehabilitation report as required once the final design is

sent to me. I will assume that the covering of the entire propose structure with dune sand is part of the engineering

specification and the dune rehabilitation specification will include the revegetating and incorporate the soft sand

trapping mechanisms that the engineers propose.

Kind regards

Cathy Avierinos
HilLand Environmental cc

166 Mountview Farm, Victoria Heights

P.O.Box 590 - George, 6530 - Western Cape - South Africa

www.hilland.co.za

Mobile:+27 (0) 825586589 - Office: +27 (0) 44 8890229 - Fax: +27 (0)86 5425248


